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Introduction:  The Heat Flow and Physical Prop-

erties Package (HP³) [1] includes an infrared Radiome-

ter attached to the deck of the InSight lander [2]. The 

main objective of this part of the instrument is to con-

strain the surface thermal boundary condition for the 

heat flow derivation by the instrumented tether de-

ployed into the subsurface. The heat flow in the subsur-

face can be affected by seasonal and diurnal tempera-

ture variations, by radiation from the lander, its shad-

ow, and the change in surface albedo caused by dust 

removal during landing and later deposition. The radi-

ometer will observe the seasonal variation over the 

course of the mission. Fitting of diurnal temperature 

curves provides an estimate of albedo and other ther-

mophysical properties of the near surface.  

HP³ RAD: The design is based on the MAscot RAdi-

ometer (MARA) [3] and uses 6 thermopile sensors in a 

temperature stabilized sensor head. The thermopile 

sensors consist of a set of thermocouples with a hot 

junction in radiative heat exchange with the outside 

through a spectral bandpass filter. The Instrument tem-

perature is stabilized by controlled heating to a temper-

ature setpoint above the equilibrium temperature. The 

instrument observes two spots on the surface with 3 

sensors each. The three sensors have different spectral 

bandpasses: 8-14, 8-10 and 16-19 micrometers.  

RAD footprints: The two spots observed by the radi-

ometer are in approximately 1.5 and 3 m distance N-N-

W from the lander center (Fig. 1). At the beginning and 

the end of the nominal mission, the shadows of the 

solar panels pass over the closer spot in the morning 

and afternoon. The temperature effect of the shadow is 

clearly seen in the afternoon at the time expected for a 

flat surface. 

RAD operations: The HP³ radiometer typically ac-

quires data for five minutes at each full hour in local 

true solar time (LTST). Standard data sampling inter-

val is 14.6 sec, but this can be decreased to 2 sec. Ob-

servations at different times or with longer durations 

can also be made. The instrument temperature is differ-

ent for day and night observations. We adjusted the 

local time of switching to the night temperature set-

point at sol 100 and 120 to reduce uncertainty in the 

late afternoon. 

 
             

Figure 1: Top: Plan view of the location of the radi-

ometer footprints (red). Coordinates relative to lander 

deck center. Bottom: Arm camera images of the RAD 

spots. 

 

Data and performance: From opening of the dust 

cover on sol 14 to sol 150 RAD acquired hourly data 

on most sols (Fig. 2). On sol 39 data were acquired 

continuously with higher sampling rate over the after-

noon to observe the passage of the shadow through the 

near spot in more detail. On sols 79-80 and sol 119 -

120, observations of the full diurnal cycle were carried 

out to compare with wind and atmosphere temperature 

data from TWINS [4] and obtain diagnostics on how 

near-surface (in)stability drives the Planetary Boundary 

Layer dynamics [5]. On sols 96, 97 and 99 high sam-

pling rate data were acquired during three Phobos 

eclipses and significant responses were detected except 

for the last one, which was late in the afternoon.  

Calibration data were acquired in regular intervals of 

~30 sols and show so far no sensor degradation after 

landing. The calibration uncertainties are less than 4 K 

for the 8-14 micrometer filters in the worst case (+25C 

instrument temperature setpoint in the late afternoon) 

and noise is less than the equivalent temperature differ-

ence of 0.5K.  
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Figure 2:.Broad bandpass data of sols 14 – 150. 

 

The noise can mostly be attributed to fluctuations in the 

thermal state of the instrument driven by atmospheric 

turbulence. The narrower band sensors turned out to 

not provide sufficient signal compared to calibration 

uncertainties and currently show large systematic er-

rors. 

 

Initial Results: The diurnal temperature response pro-

vides an estimate of the thermal inertia, which is a di-

agnostic of soil parameters such as grain size and ce-

mentation. We use output from the LMD1D model (a 

1D version of the model described in [6]) as boundary 

conditions to solve the heat conduction in the near sur-

face and to calculate model curves of surface tempera-

ture. The model accounts for the Mars orbit and pro-

vides downwelling solar and infrared fluxes. Atmos-

pheric dust opacity is derived from camera images of 

the sky [7]. We vary the input thermal inertia to find 

the diurnal and eclipse responses that match the data 

well (Fig. 3).  

The diurnal curve on sol 97 indicates a thermal inertia 

of ~200 Jm
-2

K
-1

s
-1/2

 however the eclipse response indi-

cates that there might be some lower thermal inertia 

material (~120 Jm
-2

K
-1

s
-1/2

) at the surface. The temper-

ature after the eclipse appears to return to normal val-

ues faster than predicted, which might indicate that 

only a fraction of the footprint is covered with different 

material, however in this case with an even lower ther-

mal inertia. The bulk thermal inertia is consistent with 

orbiter observations and indicates material particle size 

in the range of sand, and little cementation [8].  

On other sols the diurnal curve is fitted less well with 

the same surface parameters. Since the surface parame-

ters can be assumed constant, it is likely that we have 

not yet accurately accounted for all atmospheric varia-

bles. One of these parameters may be the ratio of visi-

ble to infrared dust opacity, which we assumed to be 

constant at a value of 2. The MER rovers with the ca-

pability to measure opacity in both bands showed that 

this ratio varies [7]. Initial modeling shows that varying 

this ratio improves the model fits so that we might be 

able to derive this ratio as a time series. 

 

 
Figure 3: Far spot observations on sol 97 with 1-sigma er-

rors bars. Blue: model curve based on the LMD1D model 

radiative fluxe, modified to include the eclipse, and a surface 

with albedo 0.2 and thermal inertia of 200 Jm-2K-1s-1/2. Red: 

model curve based on the same boundary conditions and a 

6mm thick layer of lower thermal inertia material (120 Jm-

2K-1s-1/2) at the surface. Models are offset by +1.2 and -0.7 K 

to match temperatures at the beginning of the eclipse for 

better comparison of amplitudes. 
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